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Michael Corby named to Advisory Board of the
Centre for Strategic Cyberspace + Security Science
New York, NY. – April 25, 2012 – Michael Corby, Vice President of Risk Solutions
International and its Security Practice Director, has been named to the Advisory
Board of the Centre for Strategic Cyberspace + Security Science (CSCSS).
CSCSS provides leadership in international cyber security and cyberspace affairs.
The centre has built a reputation on bestowing independent and groundbreaking
insights into intricate global cyberspace issues. CSCSS is a globally focused
organization that offers well-defined cyberspace-based security goals for both the
public-private sector and government organizations.
Michael Corby was selected to join the Advisory Board for his ability to help provide
high-level intellectual guidance and strategic leadership to CSCSS as the Centre
continues to demonstrate its dedication to cyber security and cyberspace strategy.
Michael’s extensive background in this field includes initiating the efforts leading to
the formation of the CISSP professional certification, many years of information
security consulting with several global firms, executive positions, and numerous
speaking and writing engagements for global organizations.
“Mike is greatly respected throughout the professional information security
community as an innovator and thought leader with focus on practical, usable
strategies,” said Duane Lohn, executive vice president, Risk Solutions International.
“His years of private sector IT security leadership and successful consulting enables
him to provide welcome clarity to a field of growing concern. Organizations
everywhere are coming to terms with the real risks to which they are exposed across
their enterprise-scale dependency on digital assets.”
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